RIO FLUSH FIT

WINDOWS

Established 1979

Rio Flush Fit Windows
Designed For Perfection
When it comes to design features and sophisticated styling, the Rio Flush Fit window
is in a class of it’s own. Our Rio windows have been specially designed so that the
opening sash of the window sits flush with the outer frame, giving a unique, sleek and
seamless appearance.
As with all our windows, safety, security and longevity of the windows is paramount.
Rio Flush Fit windows benefit from enhanced noise reduction, high energy efficiency
and are easy to maintain, meaning our windows will look great for their lifespan.
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Wood Finish
The Rio Flush Fit window is available in a range of realistic woodgrain finishes, which is a
popular alternative to traditional timber windows. Woodgrain finishes make a real impact
when combined with a fully welded joint option, adding a quality finish to the exterior of a
traditional building.

Aluminium Look
The Rio Flush Fit window offers a modern look with grey finish laminates, as opposed
to expensive aluminium window alternatives. Our Anthracite Grey foil and substrate
combination offers inspiration, and opens up options to provide a seamless interior
appearance and a cost effective alternative to aluminium.

Unrivalled Weather & Security Performance
Using the same tried and tested REHAU profile, our Rio Flush Fit windows offer the
homeowner peace of mind that their window can withstand weather conditions and
provides a level of security to their home.
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Sleek and Smart
The Rio Flush Fit is all about offering the customer more choice
with no extra work required from the installer. The Rio Flush
Fit system allows manufacturers and installers to replicate
the details of a traditional timber flush fit window in the most
authentic way possible.
The Rio Flush Fit features clean lines and a true finish in
order to ensure minimalist impact on the property’s exterior.
A variety of styled hardware and fittings are available to
guarantee consistency with the look of any building.
Our Flush Fit windows offer homeowners the opportunity to
bring period aesthetics to their home with all the benefits of
a contemporary manufacturing process. With an attractive
chamfered frame option, Rio can suit any type of property.
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The Best as Standard
2

The elegant flush sash appearance gives the Rio Window it’s
sophisticated, modern appearance and versatility to be used for
both contemporary new builds and traditional British homes alike.
All glass sight-lines are flawlessly equal, providing symmetry for a
timeless kerbside appeal.
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1:

28mm Glazing as standard with option for 34mm Triple Glazing.

2:

Integral Low-Level Gasket.

3:

Traditional Low Level Sculptured Bead.

4:

External Chamfer detail for smoother sight-lines.

5:

Eurogroove in same position as TOTAL70 ensures no specialist
gearing required.
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6:

Full Weld Joint - The same as a standard casement window
offering the most cost effective option.
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Total70 Compatibility
The TOTAL70 compatibility factor truly enables
installers to ‘fit and forget’ due to familiarity and
ease of installation. Rio Flush Fit is a high-quality
product, achieving excellent weather performance
whilst offering enhanced security options.
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Handle Range
MILA’s new Heritage handle range is available in both Monkey
Tail and Pear Drop designs and handed to suit. This new range
of handle provide the perfect option for homeowners who want a
traditionally styled flush sash window, combining elegant styling
with intelligent design and security features.
1:

Intelligent Design
Push to fit, our design-registered edge-to-edge screw cover is a
cleverly designed ‘trick of the eye’ which incorporates a faux
clocked screw for authentic styling.

2:

Added Security
Push button to operate, key to dead lock.

3:

Modern Classic
Our Heritage Black & Heritage Pewter finishes feature a
traditional textured effect.

4:

Two Elegant Styles
Monkey Tail and Pear Drop in both left and right handed options.

5:

Its In The Detail
Beautifully designed, rosette key.
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Colour Options
Monkey Tail

Heritage
Black
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Heritage
Pewter

Pear Drop

Antique
Bronze

Heritage
Black

Heritage
Pewter

Antique
Bronze

Colour Inspiration
A full colour range is available for your UPVC traditional or modern windows.
Choose something modern with anthracite grey or black brown colour finish. Or
stay traditional and try Rehau’s exclusive woodec, an authentic textured wood
finish called Turner Oak. With 10 grained foil colours and 20 combinations there
is a colour and finish to suit all home types from traditional to modern.

White

Whitegrain

Chartwell Green

Golden Oak

Rosewood

Pearl Grey

Anthracite Grey
Grained

Slate Grey

Black Brown

Turner Oak

Clotted Cream

The above colours are only as accurate as the printing process allows, colour swatches are available on request via your local trade counter or emailing: marketing@suntradewindows.com.
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Uncompromising
Quality and Service.
For nearly 40 years we have been at the forefront of
the UPVC industry. Continued investment in new sites,
machinery and staff year on year ensures that our
customers receive the best products backed by industry
leading service.
To find out more about any products listed here, or
services we provide, feel free to give us a call. We’ll be
more than happy to help.

Head Office

Bristol

Camberley

Cardiff

T: 01656 746 650
F: 01656 746 786

T: 01179 413 013
F: 01179 413 012

T: 01276 469 212
F: 01276 469 213

T: 02920 485 850
F: 02920 485 853

Dartford

Epsom

Exeter

Fareham

T: 01322 537 269
F: 01322 553 158

T: 01372 725 404
F: 01372 725 463

T: 01392 307 038
F: 01392 823 934

T: 01329 285 350
F: 01329 285 349

Gloucester

Newbury

Plymouth

Poole

T: 01452 304 107
F: 01452 304 109

T: 01635 886 047
F: 01635 365 01

T: 01752 667 500
F: 01752 667 501

T: 01202 710 300
F: 01202 710 302

Porthcawl

Swindon

Tiverton

Watford

T: 01656 670 340
F: 01656 746 121

T: 01793 484 519
F: 01793 497 036

T: 01884 255 111
F: 01884 255 114

T: 01923 920 948
F: 01923 271 077

Whitland
T: 01994 240 652
F: 01994 240 653

E: sales@suntradewindows.com
W: www.suntradewindows.com

Sun - A Name You Can Trust
Secured by Design

Official Police Security Initiative

Disclaimer: Due to our policy of continual improvement we reserve the right to change the specification
on our products without prior notice. All photographs and diagrams are for illustration purposes only
and are as colour accurate as the printing process allows. © Copyright reserved.

